
What is ShareView?

ShareView allows InvestorOnline users to share their account information  
with one another and gives account holders access to their relevant  
accounts in one place. 

Manage your household’s accounts easily and efficiently using Assante 
InvestorOnline. 

Where is ShareView located?

Shareview is located in Assante InvestorOnline 

Accessing ShareView 

1) Once logged in to Assante InvestorOnline,  
click on the Profile button: 

2) Select the ShareView tab:

3) First-time visitors are presented with an 
introduction message highlighting the  
benefits of ShareView and how it works.

Activating ShareView

4) Once on the ShareView screen, click “Add New Recipient” and  
complete all fields in the form:

| SHAREVIEW
Sharing your Assante portfolio using InvestorOnline  
is easy with ShareView
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Need assistance? Click the Help section within InvestorOnline for a closer look at ShareView.

For further assistance, our Financial Service Representatives are available between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. ET, Monday to Friday. 
Telephone: 1-800-268-3200  |  Email: service@assante.com

5) After submitting the form, you will 
receive a unique PIN in the green  
banner on the ShareView screen, which 
you provide to the “Recipient”.

Accepting ShareView

6) The Recipient will receive an email from Assante 
containing an “Activate ShareView” button.

• The Recipient will click the button to open  
the InvestorOnline login screen and once 
logged in, a PIN box will pop up.

• The Recipient will be asked to enter the PIN  
to activate ShareView. 

• Once entered, the Recipient will see the 
account(s) you granted in their own  
Portfolio Overview.

Important note: For security purposes, the PIN 
can only be used with the button in the email.

ShareView maintenance

7) At any time, you can return to the ShareView 
screen and select Edit to amend the access 
(add/remove accounts or documents) or select 
Delete to cancel the access.


